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Alchemy: the mystical power to alter the natural world; something between magic, art, and science. When two brothers, Edward
and Alphonse Elric, dabbled in this power to grant their dearest wish, one of them lost an arm and a leg...and the other became
nothing but a soul locked into a body of living steel. Now Edward is a agent of the government, a slave of the military-alchemical
complex, using his unique powers to obey orders...even to kill. Except his powers aren't unique. The world has been ravaged by
the abuse of alchemy. And in the pursuit of the ultimate alchemical treasure, the Philosopher's Stone, their enemies are even more
ruthless than they are...
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover collector’s edition of one of
the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering, and
presented with color pages on large-trim, archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with a new color insert and
behind-the-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm
and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. The brothers’ final battle begins, starting with a
confrontation with the homunculus Pride, who is controlling Alphonse from within.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. The brothers pursue fugitive May Chang to solve the mystery
of why their alchemical powers were rendered inert while she and Scar continued to be able to wield them. Meanwhile, Scar
enlists some unlikely help to delve into the secrets of his brother's alchemical knowledge. And the newest, most horrifying
homunculus makes an appearance...!
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. In the midst of a heated battle, Ed and Prince Lin of Xiang are
swallowed whole by the homunculus Gluttony. Will they survive the depths of Gluttony's gullet like Jonah in the whale, or has Al
lost his brother for good? And the political power structure of the military may be irreparably shattered when Colonel Mustang
confronts Fuhrer President King Bradley with his horrifying suspicion that Bradley is a homunculus!
The Art of Fullmetal Alchemist 2VIZ Media LLC
It's only been a year since the Elric brothers set out on their journey to find the elusive Philosopher's Stone. But a lot has
happened in that short time. For one thing, Edward has become an official State Alchemist. And, as such, he often finds himself in
the thick of one dangerous situation after another. Now, sidelined with a fever in a remote village, Edward is unexpectedly reunited
with a childhood friend. Even though he's become a valuable member of his country's military organization, Edward can't help
feeling a pang of jealousy. While he and his brother's fate is inexorably bound to recent life-altering events, his friend is busy
studying to become a doctor and making his dreams come true. Suddenly, Edward starts questioning the purpose of his life.
Stories from the childhood of Edward and Alphonse Elric--not seen in either the manga or anime! Also includes the heartwarming
story, "Roy's Holiday," featuring Colonel Mustang and Lieutenant Colonel Hughes.
A deluxe art book showcasing the complete color art of the Fullmetal Alchemist manga series. This massive hardcover collection
contains all the Fullmetal Alchemist color artwork by manga artist Hiromu Arakawa from 2001 to 2017, including the series’ entire
run and beyond! The Complete Art of Fullmetal Alchemist contains over 280 pages of gorgeous full-color illustrations, including all
the original chapter title pages, the graphic novel covers for the single-volume and collected editions, portraits of the main
characters, and promotional artwork. Includes an exclusive interview and a special step-by-step illustration creation discussion
with Hiromu Arakawa.
Fullmetal Alchemist began as a manga series in Japan and quickly exploded into a world-wide anime hit. The cool and stylish
artwork of the television program has now been compiled into a prestige format, hardcover book for both collectors and fans. Art
inspired by the anime, along with initial character designs, cel art, and production notes--all this plus an interview with Yoshiyuki
Itoh, the character designer for the anime. Face it true believers, it doesn't get better than this!
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Barry the Chopper, the psychopathic killer whose soul is
encased in a suit of armor, has been captured by Colonel Mustang's troops. Fearing he will reveal the Philosopher's Stone
conspiracy, Gluttony and Lust decide to kill him, using Barry's own original soulless body to track him down! Though Colonel
Mustang has anticipated their moves and set up an ambush, Gluttony and Lust prove too powerful and easily fight their way
through to Barry, who is being protected by Al and Lieutenant Hawkeye. In a terrible battle, a badly injured Colonel Mustang
sacrifices all in a last-ditch attempt to stop Lust!
In Microcosm’s DIY guide to zine-making, editors Bill Brent, Joe Biel, and a cast of contributors take you from the dreaming and
scheming stages onto printing, publication and beyond! Covering all the bases for beginners, Make a Zine! hits on more advanced
topics like Creative Commons licenses, legality, and sustainability. Says Feminist Review, “Make a Zine! is an inspiring, easy, and
digestible read for anyone, whether you’re already immersed in a cut-and-paste world, a graphic designer with a penchant for
radical thought, or a newbie trying to find the best way to make yourself and your ideas known.” Illustrated by an army of notable
and soon-to-be-notable artists and cartoonists, Make a Zine! also takes a look at the burgeoning indie comix scene, with a solid
and comprehensive chapter by punk illustrator Fly (Slug and Lettuce, Peops). Part history lesson, part how-to guide, Make a Zine!
is a call to arms, an ecstatic, positive rally cry in the face of TV show book clubs and bestsellers by celebrity chefs. As says Biel in
the book’s intro, “Let’s go!”
When an alchemical ritual goes awry causing Edward Elric to lose limbs and his brother to become trapped in a suit of armor,
Edward begins a quest to recover the one thing that can restore them--the legendary Philosopher's Stone.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
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restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. With the help of Hohenheim and their allies, the Elric brothers
launch a desperate final attack against the homunculus "father." But to claim victory, some may have to make the ultimate
sacrifice. And when the dust clears, will a happy ending await our favorite characters in the final volume of Fullmetal Alchemist?
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Ed, Alphonse and their mechanic Winry go south in search of
Izumi Curtis, the master alchemist who taught the brothers how to use alchemy. But in the boomtown of Rush Valley, an encounter
with a pickpocket turns them down a different path in search of an auto-mail blacksmith whose handiwork is the best that Winry
has ever seen. Then the action flashes back to the past to show how Ed and Alphonse first learned alchemy...
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and behindthe-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his
leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Deep within Devil’s Nest, they are tantalized by
Greed’s proposition to exchange forbidden knowledge.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Automail engineer Winry is captured and held hostage to force
Edward to do her captor's bidding. Hawkeye discovers the disturbing truth about President Bradley's son. Our heroes have
fortuitous and not-so-fortuitous reunions with old friends and enemies. And multiple intrigues and double-crosses ensue as some
people plot to save the world while others scheme to destroy it.
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and behindthe-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his
leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. In their quest to restore their bodies, they head to the
unforgiving north, pursued by an all-too-human monster from the past.

Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
Though their circumstances are tragic, in these spoofs penned by series' author Hiromu Arakawa, the brothers’ quest to
reclaim their bodies is completely hilarious! Collects all of author Hiromu Arakawa’s beloved four-panel comic strips from
the the graphic novel series, her bonus strips from the anime DVDs of Fullmetal Alchemist and Fullmetal Alchemist:
Brotherhood and rare strips from Japan! No joke is too cheesy and there are no sacred cows when Arakawa takes up her
pen to spoof her own characters in this delightfully zany take on Fullmetal Alchemist!
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Hohenheim finally gets his chance to
stop the mysterious homunculus "father" who rules over Central City. Will Hohenheim's surprise be enough to defeat the
most powerful homunculus of them all? And when King Bradley makes a triumphant return, will the battle turn in the
military's favor...?
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. As Greed and King Bradley continue
their battle, the mysterious homunculus "father" makes his move under Central City. In order to achieve his objectives, he
will need to force Mustang to make an unthinkable choice. Meanwhile, Alphonse has the chance to regain his own body,
but the sacrifice to do so may be too much.
A heroic and mighty adventurer dreams of...opening a pharmacy? Red was once a member of the Hero's party, a
powerful group destined to save the world from the evil forces of Taraxon, the Raging Demon Lord. That is, until one of
his comrades kicked him out. Hoping to live the easy life on the frontier, Red's new goal is to open an apothecary.
However, keeping the secret of his former life may not be as simple as he thinks. Especially when the beautiful Rit, an
adventurer from his past, shows up and asks to move in with him!
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Having consumed Gluttony's powers,
Pride may now be too much to handle for Ed and his allies. Their only chance could be the help of Al and Hohenheim,
but will Ed trust his estranged father long enough for their plan to work? And back at Central City, Mustang and his team
have started their attack. But does the army have a dangerous trick up its sleeve...?
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh
lettering, and presented with color pages on large-trim, archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents
the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with
a new color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor.
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While the brothers seek answers in the north, they are blackmailed into aiding their adversaries in a plot that threatens
the entire country.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Accompanied by their bodyguard, Alex
Louis Armstrong, our heroes seek out the closest childhood friend, mechanic Winry Rockbell, to fix their battered "automail" body parts. Soon their quest for the Philosopher's Stone takes them to the great central library, where the Stone's
formula may be hidden...if the mysterious figure named Lust doesn't get there first! But the secret of the Philosopher's
Stone may be even more frightening than the beings who guard it...
See the world of Bleach in a blast of color! This art book contains Tite Kubo's vibrant illustrations, including art from
Volumes 1-19 of the series, as well as an annotated art guide and some extra character information!
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh
lettering, and presented with color pages on large-trim, archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents
the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with
a new color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone
wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. The
secret and sinister origin of the homunculi that hound them is revealed while the brothers’ father positions himself for the
conflict to come.
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a
soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one
thing that can restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. A diabolical trap is set for President
Bradley... If he is assassinated, a power vacuum will open that Mustang and his allies will be more than happy to fill.
Then, while Ed is reunited with someone from his past, Al is separated from his body -- his proxy armor body! Now who is
filling his heavy metal shoes...? Plus, take a break from all the alchemical intrigue and homunculus backstabbing at the
annual Resembool Spring Sheep Festival!
A second art book featuring the characters from the top-selling and award-winning manga series, Fullmetal Alchemist.
Includes original color artwork from creator, Hiromu Arakawa--each illustration presented in sequential order with
commentary from Arakawa himself. Also included are nine pages of detailed character designs for the FMA PS2 video
game, plus two pages of brand new manga. Wow!
When an alchemical ritual goes awry, causing Edward Elric to lose limbs and his brother to become trapped in a suit of
armor, Edward begins a quest to recover the one thing that can restore them, the legendary Philosopher's Stone.
The second deluxe, hardcover art book from New York Times bestselling artist Atsushi Ohkubo contains full color
illustrations-including cover art, color pages from its original Japanese magazine publication, and much more!-from Soul
Eater and Soul Eater NOT!
Master the hunt and forge your legend! Dauntless is a fresh take on the action-RPG genre, developed by industry
veterans from Riot Games, BioWare, and other acclaimed studios. After a cataclysmic event, mankind survives in a
harsh, yet majestic world of floating islands. Ferocious beasts known as Behemoths now stalk the earth. You are a
Slayer, an elite warrior who risks life and limb hunting the Behemoth threat. On your journey, you'll forge an extraordinary
arsenal of weapons and gear to overcome formidable challenges threatening our survival. Now, you have a unique
opportunity to witness the creation of this magnificent epic like never before. Dark Horse Books and Phoenix Labs are
thrilled to present the most intimate look at the development of the game with The Art of Dauntless, a meticulously
curated tome full of hundreds of pieces of concept art each paired with exclusive commentary from the team that created
it. You won't want to miss this unique opportunity to experience the Shattered Isles in a whole new way!
A guide to help fans keep track of their favorite episodes features cel artwork, extensive character biographies, and an
episode guide.
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s
edition of one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and
completely fresh lettering, and presented with color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover
edition presents the timeless dark adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brandnew cover art, with color insert and behind-the-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical
ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of
armor. But before the Elrics’ personal tragedy, a bloody, unjust war caused suffering for many of their friends and allies.
Breaking the laws of nature is a serious crime! Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audience T. Containing volumes 1,2 and 3 of
Fullmetal Alchemist! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became
nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical ""auto-mail"" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking
the one thing that can restore his and his brother's bodies...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Alchemy: the mystical power to
alter the natural world, somewhere between magic art, and science. When two brothers, Edward and Alphonse Elric, dabbled in
these powers to grant their dearest wish, one of them lost an arm and leg...and the other became nothing but a soul locked into a
body of living iron. Now they are agents of the government, slaves of the military -alchemical complex, using their unique powers
to obey their orders...even to kill. But their powers aren't unique. The world crawls with evil alchemists. And in pursuit of the
ultimate alchemical treasure, the Philsopher's Stone, their enemies are even more ruthless than they are...
Winry, childhood friend of the Elric brothers, is ecstatic to advance her training as an automail mechanic in Rush Valley. Her
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passion and skills are tested when she crosses paths with a boy who lost a leg and can’t get back on his feet. Meanwhile, Edward
and Alphonse Elric just can’t seem to stay out of trouble, even when they’re trying to get noticed for doing good deeds! -- VIZ
Media
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. Ed's clever plan to take out an enemy leaves him severely
injured... Can he cheat death? One of our friends discovers the ironic secret behind Scar's brother's transmutation notes. And
Major General Armstrong meets with evil homunculus President Bradley. Whose side is she on again...? Plus, the disturbing origin
of ed and Al's immortal father finally revealed!
Complete the Fullmetal experience with these best-selling novels featuring original stories. Somewhere between magic, art and
science exists a world of alchemy. And into this world travel Edward and Alphonse Elric—two brothers in search of the
Philosopher's Stone, the ultimate alchemical treasure! The mining town of Xenotime has seen better days. Once renowned for its
skilled goldsmiths, it now lies forgotten in a sea of sand, its mines empty and its fields barren. The townsfolk’s only hope lies with
the talented state alchemist Edward Elric and his brother, Alphonse. But who is the real Edward Elric? When the Fullmetal
Alchemist and his brother arrive in Xenotime searching for the Philosopher’s Stone, they discover that two strangers have stolen
their names and their reputations! Will the real Elric brothers set things right, or will the battle between the true and false brothers
shatter Xenotime’s only chance for survival? Plus a bonus story, The Phantom of Warehouse 13!
In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a
suit of armor. Equipped with mechanical "auto-mail" limbs, Edward becomes a state alchemist, seeking the one thing that can
restore his brother and himself...the legendary Philosopher's Stone. There are many types of alchemy in the world. Edward's
commanding officer, "Flame Alchemist" Roy Mustang, can control fire. Shou Tucker, the "Sewing-Life Alchemist," specializes in
the most difficult alchemy of all...biological transmutation, the ability to alter the tissue of living things. But no matter what their
power, alchemists are still human. And when a mysterious killer begins stalking state alchemists, no one can escape his
vengeance...
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? A hardcover, deluxe collector’s edition of
one of the most beloved manga and anime of all time! Fully remastered with an updated translation and completely fresh lettering,
and presented with color pages on large-trim archival-quality paper, this gorgeous hardcover edition presents the timeless dark
adventures of the Elric brothers as they were truly meant to be seen. Includes brand-new cover art, with color insert and behindthe-scenes character sketches from author Hiromu Arakawa! In an alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his
leg, and his brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Finding themselves at a crossroads, the brothers seek
the guidance of a teacher, but her lessons are harder to master than any alchemy.
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